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Tracklist

A Untitled
B Untitled

Notes

Recorded live in Erlangen on November 2nd 1996. In order to fit the full set on a single LP, the
bootlegger sped some tracks up.

White center label with a confederate flag stamp on the A-side. Matrix numbers are scratched out.
Includes a photocopied insert with photos and the title. No other information is present on the
release.
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I second the review below. If you like your GO with vocals sounding like Donald Duck then this is
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definitely the release for you. In order to fit the entire concert on vinyl they sped up the recording. I
use the word fit losely, more like shoehorned actually. I had to check my record player wasn't on 45
when I first heard it. Is that worth 50 euro and upwards of your cash? You decide!
Daiktilar
This album is the epytome why some bootlegs should never see the light of day : The cover is a
cheap company sleeve with a Dixie Flag sticker , too bad there is none of their Klan thematic songs
to justify such an easy artwork ; the central labels have , you guessed it , a Dixie Flag stamp ; there
is also an inner , consisting of a xerox copy of a poor collage , yet none of the images are for the
actual concert anyway ... As for the sound , at first sight is what you would expect for a bootleg of
Power Electronics , a bit muffled but seemingly no worries ... untill you reach "Vive La Guerre" : Well
, it seems that the concert was longer than the vinyl time capacity , so these good folks just
compressed the recording to fit in . They must have thought no one would notice as this is afterall
"noise" , but when the shoutings start it is like the frontman had been replaced by some sort of angry
Mickey Mouse ... The brighter side is that you get to hear a faster version of "John Birch Society" ...
Now you know , rush to e-bay and spend your paycheck on it .
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